
 Symbol cards for heat, cold, 
ice, water and steam from 
E16 (for your use)

 Symbol cards for ice, water 
and steam (per child)

 An extra water symbol card 
for the sequencing activity 
(not needed if you have 
more than one child doing 
the session)

10–15 minutes

WATER TRANSFORMATIONS

Give your child their set of three symbol cards representing ice, water and steam. If necessary, use questions to 
help them remember what each symbol represents. 

Now tell your child that you are going to say the name of something. They have to think if that something is 
solid or liquid. If it is solid, they must hold up the ice card as ice is a solid; if it is liquid, they must hold up the 
water card as water is a liquid. Name a variety of substances, for example juice, stone, soup, glass, milk and so on.

Play ‘Transformations’:

Get your child to hold up their ice symbol card. Show the heat symbol card. Ask them to ‘show the 
transformation’, i.e. swap their ice symbol card for their water symbol card. 

Now hold up the symbol card for cold. Ask your child to show the transformation now (water to ice). 

Show the heat card again and ask them to show the transformation this time (ice to water). 

Then move the heat card closer to your child, and tell them that it is summer and the weather is getting hotter 
and hotter; ask them to show the transformation (water to steam). Show the cold card (steam to water), and so 
on.  

Play ‘Heating or Cooling’:

Now ask your child to arrange their three symbol cards on the table to show heating OR cooling; tell them to 
think carefully because you are going to ask them to explain what their cards show.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can use symbols for ice, water, steam, heat and cold correctly in a variety of games. 

To reinforce knowledge of three states of water – ice, water and steam
To practise using symbols (to represent heat, cold, ice, water and steam)
To deepen understanding of transformations 
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When they have arranged their cards, ask them to tell you if their arrangement shows heating or cooling, and talk about what they have done. For 
example: These cards show steam-water-ice; does this show heating or cooling? OR These cards show ice-water-steam; does this show heating or 
cooling? 

Play ‘Get into Order!’:

Collect up their symbol cards. Using both your cards and their cards, plus the extra water symbol card if you only have one child doing this session), 
lay out a row of symbols exactly as follows (ice–steam-ice-water-water-steam-water):

Ask your child: Is this sequence correct? Does it show the correct transformations of water? Agree that it doesn’t, and then ask them to correct the 
sequence. If necessary, help them to do this by focusing on one pair of symbols at a time, i.e. first establish that ice-steam should be ice-water, then 
that water-ice should be water-steam, and so on. Continue until you have arrived at the following order (ice-water-steam-water-ice-water-steam).

Point out that the sequence could go on and on like this. 

Lastly, point to the first three symbol cards in the sequence, i.e. ice-water-steam, and ask if this is heating or cooling. When they have agreed that it is 
heating, place your heat symbol above the trio. Next point at steam-water-ice, agree that this is cooling and place your cold symbol card below the 
trio.

WATER TRANSFORMATIONS – continued 
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Cut out each symbol card separately.
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